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Thickness Gauge Manual
ጙĂ ހਖဵᓜඡ᎖ހൔᯎࣞࡼă
1. Rim thickness gauge is the special tool for measuring rim thickness.
औĂቶถݬၫǖ
2. Technical Parameters:
ࣞހपᆍǖThickness measuring range: 0~40 mm
ࣞހறࣞǖThickness measuring accuracy: 0.1 mm
ᎌހࣞǖEffective measuring depth: 200 mm
ྯĂހਖࡼ৩߅
3. Structure structure
ހਖᎅஸຢĂࣅຢĂ౯વૺڻॊࢀܭᔝ߅Ǆᅄ 1ǅă
Rim thickness gauge consists of static plate, moving plate, extension spring,
and dial indicator etc. (See Fig.1)

႐Ăဧऱज
4. Usage method
1. ڻॊܭᓤྜྷܭଦᒦǈᏴࣅĂஸຢࡼހᄿᔈ߿ࡼ༽ౚሆǈဧኹჁ 1/6 མጲǈ
ูஜܭଦࡼჄஜ൛ࢺă
1) Put dial indicator in the “dial indicator holder”. When the measuring end of
static plate and moving plate touch each other naturally, compress the
extension spring at least 1/6, and then tighten the lock nut of the “dial indicator
holder”.
2. ڻॊࢯܭഃă
2) Set dial indicator as zero.
3. ހᔫఎဪ༄ǈ።ހۻᇕᄏࡼހݝᆡݟေছுăހਖࣅĂஸຢ߿ᄿॊܰ
ᒙ᎖ހۻൔᯎࡼดᅪೝݾǄᅄ 2ǅǈᆻߒڳ၄ǈဧހਖᏴހۻෂૄ༵ᆈࣅڼǈࣗ

ནڻॊܭࡼᔢቃࣗၫă
3) Before starting measuring, user should clean the measured part of the rim.
And put the touching end of static plate and moving plate on both sides of the
rim (inside and outside of rim), see Fig.2, hold the handle of rim thickness
gauge, and them swing the rim thickness gauge on the side to be measured
lightly.
4. ဣࡼࡁߛހଐႯǖ
4) Calculation of actual measured data
ဣڻ=ࡁߛހॊࣗܭၫ×2
Actual measured data=reading data of dial indicator ×2

ಿྙǖ ڻॊࣗܭၫǖ6.285 mmǈ ᐌဣ=ࡁߛހ6.285×2=12.570mm
e.g. reading data of dial indicator: 6.285mm, and the actual measured
data=6.285×2=12.570mm
ᇋĂࢾܪ
5. Calibration
ހਖހݙᄴߛࡁࡼܪᓰ్ǈఘڻॊࣗࡼܭၫဵ॥ᆐ్ࣞࡼऔॊᒄጙ
ǄᏤᇙތǖ0.1mmǅă
Measure the different standard measuring block with rim thickness gauge, and
check whether the reading data is the one-half of the thickness of standard
measuring block. (Tolerance: 0.1mm).
ങĂᓖፀူሲ
6. Notices
1. ݙᏤި߈ဧă
1) Don’t measure the rim that is out of the measuring range.
2ǊހਖᏴဧဟ።༵༵हǈዏணనຎǗဧᅲઁǈݟေছுǈᒙྜྷᓜਫ਼
ดࡀहǄڻॊܭནሆǅă
2) User should handle the rim thickness gauge gently, don’t crash it. And clean
it and demount the dial indicator before storing it in the special tool box.
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